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A MICROWAVE INTERFERO14ETERTO MEASURE PARTICLE
AND SHOCK VE~CITIES SIMULTANEOUSLY
Gabriel G. Luther, Lynn Vee?er
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Barry Warthen
EG&G/Ef4

ABSTRACT
A ❑icrowave
Interferometric technique has been developed
which measures the particle velocity, the shock velocity and gives
information as to the index of refraction of the shocked material.
The ayatem has been tested at X-band from 40 to 300 kBAR,
Experiments are underway to extend the frequmncy into the K-band
to 600 kBAR.
The apparatus will be
and the pressure range
described and data presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION
A ❑easurement

of both the shock and particle velocity ia

sufficient to categorize the shock behavior of a material.
velocity is easy to

❑ eaaure

by

❑ora

The shock

or leas standard techniques.

Electrical or optical pins (1) at various locations, the times at which
the shock is ~enaed and the distancea between the pins give a good
measure of this velocity,

Howmver, the particle velocity is more

difficult to measure ●nd the apparatus which
symmetric magnetic [ASIII] gauges

for

❑oaaures

it (axially

example)(2) perturbs the shock.

Therefore, a near-by measurement of the shock velocity may or may not be
an accurate representation, and a dimtant measurement of the shock may
rely upon unverified aaauraptionsabout the shape

of

the shock front,

The technique that we are developing has the advantage of mensurin~ both
velocities (shock and particle) in the same microwave cnvlty
tlmw,

at

tho

anme

A Gunn diode (diodes with ranges of power 10 to 100 mW have been
used) operating at 10.515 GHz supplies the microwave power,
coupler divides the microwaves

into a detector signal and a local

1%~ local oscillator power is directed to the mixer

oscillator signal.
diodes.

The 3-db

The electrical

distance between the mixer diodes is adjusted so
This feature is useful b~t

that the signals obtained are in quadrature.
not at all necessary.

A single mixer diode woula suffice.

The

circulator directs the signal reflecced from the detector cavity to the
the ❑ixer diodes but in the other direction.

arm containing

mixer arm, therefore, we have two counter-propagating
whose phase difference
detector cavity.

In the

10 GHz signals

depends upon the change in the time delay in the

This ?ime delay consists of two parts:

time that would be required for the microwaves

first, the

to traverse the distance

to the reflecting surface and back in a vacuum &nd, second, the
additional delay due to the index of refraction of the material

in the

cavity.
3.

DETECTOR CA\’ITY
The detector cavity (Fig. 2) conaiata of a shortod section of wave

guide embedded

in a block of Teflon.

The wave guide is cona~ructed
both ordinary household

aluminum

thin conducting material.

We have

foil or copper foil

onto the Teflon tong~te inside the cavity.

platdd

used

of a

The Teflon tongue is tapered at its leading edge to avoid reflections.
It should be emphasized

that the stocked

❑aterial, the Teflon in this

case, lylng bo”i inside and outside of the microwav~
essentially a homogeneous

cavity, is

golid and, therefore, the shock is not

perturbed by the very thin walln of the cavity.
cavity, in these prolimin~ry

‘i’heuhorted end of the

tests, is a 3/0 in, alumlnum plate,

aluminum plate may ha replaced with conducting

This

foil (the shorted und of

the cavlt.y) and a dielectric material or conducting material may be
cxt{’[ded in ctll~direction

aiso.
for 111[’

It should !Jc noted that Teflon is not tileoIlly CLIndlclAtG
mnterlnl

In thn ~.avity. Teflon was chosen primarily hecausa of lts low

diolect.rIc loss nt. the irnquency of inlerest nnd Its den~ity was
:Ipl)rop!-l{lt
@ ; I]owov(lr,another

advantage

“I”v!” IoII

Ion.

lends

()%l(ie,
,ll~lmll)tirn

[0

quelic:ll

lonlz~t

Is

thnt

tile

fl(lorll)n

In

[I](1

()[llrr~ultnt)]e (ImIdl[lntrsInlp,l)t
1)(’

Mlll(’n, Iltll!um fluorl(ie, et(’.

At the shock front, as the shock runs up the cavity from the

shorted end (the dotted line in Fig, 2), there is ar.abrupt change in
the

index

of

due to the higher density of the material behind

refraction

The reflection from this dielectric discontinuity can

the shock front.

be as high as several percent:

where N1 and N2 are the indices of refraction in front of and behind the
shock front.
The wavelength associated with a 2X change as detected by the
mixer diodes is 1.1 CU:(measured). That is, the phaee change difference
(64) between the deteccor signal and the local oscillator signal at thm
mixer diodes

is

6’# -

2mX/XO where X is the distance the shock travels in
At the same time, the ❑icrowaves which pass

the cavity and XO - 1.1 cm.

through the shock front (not reflected by :t) are reflected from the
moving shorted end of the wave guide.
surface, is ❑oving

Thin short, a conducting metallic

at particle velocity,

this motion is, however,

❑ore

me

complicated.

wavelength associated with
In the approximation that

the dielectric constant is proportional to the density of the
material,(3) the wavelength of the particle velocity motion will be
equal to the wavelength in vacuum mince the same quaneity of material is
inside the cavity.

For a WR-90 waveguide (the dimensions of the Teflon

inner tongue are 0.4 inches by 0.9 inches), this wavelength is 1.8 cm
for the same 2n
always

phase

Shift

at

the

mixer diodeu,

being slower and its wavelength

always

The

particle velocity

being longer allows thn

signals associated with the shock and the particle veloclty to he
scparnt.gdi The relative amplit.udeaof theso two algnals is a function
of the [clatlva reflectivity of the dielectric

discontinue.~y

and

rho

short at the end of the microwave cavity; hence, their rntlo is n
measure of tho density at the ~hock front. The#o three measurom~nts
not llnnnrly Independnt]tiind,conamquently, form nn lnt~rnal chork.

dl 1“(1

III

4.

RESULTS
The apparatus on the first trial consisted of a high explosive

lens, four inches of 9501 high explosive, 3/8 inch aluminum and then the
Teflon detector cavity. The calculated pressure at the aluminum-Teflon
The signals from the ❑ixer diodes were recorded

interface was 280 kbar.
on LeCroy digitizers.

One of the quadrature signals from the first

attempt is shown in Fig. 3.

The frequency of the signal associated with

the shock velocity (the high frequency cumponent) combined with its 1.1
cm wavelength yields a velocity decreasing with time from about 4.0
km/see down to 2.7 km/see, the variation being due to the decay of the
particle velocity as derived from Fig, 1 goes from 2.3 to

The

shock .

1.1 km/see (Fig, 4).
published

These velocities are in good agreement
for

values(4)

with

the

the shock and particle velocities at these

pressures and also agree

quite well with the shock velocity as deduced

from the fiberoptic pins.
To test the low pressure response of the system, we have used
water as a damper separating the high explosive from the microwave
cavity,

Four inches of water was calculated to reduce the pressure to

40 kBARs,

The resultant signal-to-noise ratio was almost as good as at

300 kBARs ●nd, again,

the measured velocity ●greed quite well with

tl:e

preshot calculations.(5)
5.

CONCLUSION
A

technique for the simultaneous measurement of shock and particle

velocities and the density behind the shock front has been developed.
The technique allowa an unperturbed
same cavity.
is

❑ easurement of

these values in the

A higher resolution apparatus (operating a K-band, 25 gHz)

being built.

Higher pressure tasta, up to 600 kBAXs, are ongoing.
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